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Current Activities
Pacific 2010
Special points of
interest:
MATIS Business
Improvement
Relegen wins large
AASSPO job

Interest in demonstrations of the baseLINE
framework at Relegen’s Pacific 2010 stand
was great, with the large Apple monitors
capturing the eye of many passers-by. Below
Relegen MD Paul Bennett demonstrates a
capability of the baseLINE framework as a
Weapons Tracking tool.

Rio Tinto relationships
continue to flourish
HMAS Sydney Load
Trials continue
International
Exposure Growing
Rolls Royce Australia
The bonds between Rolls Royce Australia and
Relegen have been re-affirmed and
strengthened with Walter Hoegee taking up a
position on the water-front in support of Rolls
Royce Australia. Relegen are proud of the
quality of work our members provide into such
highly regarded professional organizations
such as Rolls Royce and look forward to
continuing to grow and strengthen our
relationship.

MATIS Panel
The Deed for the MATIS Panel membership
has now been received, signed and returned to
the MATIS Business Improvement Team.
Relegen MD Paul Bennett is travelling the
Melbourne late February, meeting with the
MATIS Director to discuss the finer points of
what this panel membership means and some
value-add services that Relegen and baseLINE
may be able to contribute to the Business
Transformation Process.

AASSPO Mandatory Planned
Maintenance Inspection task
Relegen is very pleased to have won the
contract to perform the Rectification of MPMI
Data in CMT and AMPS for the Amphibious
Afloat Support System Program Office
(AASSPO). The task comprises five phases,
including data cleansing and alignment of all
MPMI data from the ship sets of HMA Ships
TOBRUK, SUCCESS, MANOORA and
KANIMBLA, conduct of physical audits on all

four platforms and development and conduct of
training for ships staff on the use of the
Configuration Item module in AMPS to help
maintain the data sets delivered to the ships as
a deliverable from this tasking.

RIO Tinto West Angelas
Relegen recently delivered the System
Requirements Specification to Rio’s West
Angelas Health and Safety Division. The SRS
details the method in which baseLINE shall be
implemented to manage Drug and Alcohol
testing, general selected assessments, and
Emergency Medical Office processes. This
document additionally includes enhancements
to the previously developed and demonstrated
Vehicle monitoring processes. Relegen is
pleased to be able to deliver a high level of
support to Rio Tinto’s Australian operation.

RIO Tinto Supplier Recognition Awards
Rio held their annual Supplier Recognition
Program award ceremony and dinner this
month. While Relegen did not take out the top
award for the year, we are still very happy to
make the top-ten list for a second year running.

baseLINE TDMS
February sees the final training effort on HMAS
NEWCASTLE, the last of the FFG class of ship to
have Relegen’s Transactional Data Management
System installed. Relegen’s baseLINE TDMS is
now installed and operational on the whole class
including four Guided Missile Frigates and the
FFG Trainer Facility at Garden Island.

Australian Customs Service
Relegen received from ACS this month the draft
contract to provide On-Site representation for
ACS for the evaluation and conversion of a
civilian maritime vessel into a Customs vessel
suitable for conducting Southern Ocean
Maritime Patrol and Response Capability
(SOMPARC) duties. This is another great win for
Relegen and the culmination of 8 months work
with ACS.
Please send any feedback on this publication to
admin@relegen.com We welcome your
comments.
(Continued on page 2)
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Mozambique Government
The Government in Maputo has been in contact with Relegen through one of our esteemed
partners, looking to us to implement baseLINE as a weapons tracking tool for their armed forces.
Policía Federal Preventiva
A garment manufacturer in Mexico has established contact with Relegen through one of our
esteemed partners to provide through the use of baseLINE, asset tracking of garments they
produce. Issued to the Mexican Police there is a large theft issue of Police uniforms by the drug
cartels and there is a need to stymie this loss and control their assets. Relegen’s baseLINE is a
clear choice for this purpose as this is a business need the framework is already being used for
several other applications.
baseLINE Weapon Tracking
Increasingly Relegen is being exposed to a need to track and maintain historical information on an
array of military, paramilitary and civilian law enforcement articles such as hand guns, restraints,
body armour and protective equipment. Relegen has recently responded to an EOI from the
Australian Customs Service to manage weapons tracking of all ACS weapons, restraints and
personal protective equipment using baseLINE.
The understanding in the market place that baseLINE is a true and powerful asset management
system is evident and growing as evidenced in the examples described briefly above in both the
local, African and Central American regions; baseLINE has established pedigree as a system to track
and maintain weapons and other high value assets whatever the business need or context is.
New Office Manager
Relegen has appointed a new Office Manager in Laurel Holterman. Laurel starts at Mona Vale on
Monday the 22nd of February and we all join in wishing Laurel well as she joins the team. Laurel
can be contacted on 02 9998 9000.
HMAS SYDNEY Load Trials
Relegen’s efforts in conduct of the Load Trials on HMAS SYDNEY, while interrupted by the December
Stand-down period and other circumstances beyond our control are now continuing in earnest with
SSDG #1 complete, SSDG #3 well underway and SSDG #2 and #4 due to be trialed in the coming
weeks.
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Relegen are specialists in the delivery of integrated Asset
Management technology and services. We are
experienced in working in all industry sectors and
understand the principles and processes required to
ensure the performance of assets is maximised at an
optimum through life cost.
Relegen delivers both products (baseLINE and
assetDNA) and other related engineering support
services to meet the specific needs of asset intensive
industries.

How can we help you?

